Re: we choose Growth Business Group Alliance

1. A private-sector-driven economy.
2. The KissNB Party will foster an atmosphere to encourage growth and renewal in New Brunswick.
3. For all small business's the Government will create a team of experts free to all small business of accounts, computer personal, advertizing experts, design engineers, marketing experts, Logo designers and export personal.
4. This team will help set up new business as required and as soon as they are set up they will leave the business and only offer assistance as required by the business.
5. Money to pay for these employees will come from funds that usually goes to call centers and be topped up by government if need be.
6. Small business is the backbone of our country.
7. Work to reduce tax rates so we are competitive to other provinces.
8. Reduce paper work for licenses and permits so they are put in a one package deal for each business and all licenses and permits expire at the same time so renewals is a one stop deal each year.
10. I like what Dave Suzuki said "we all should be green; but you don't have to vote green."

Responsible Resource Development

1. New Brunswick has to undertake a review of all royalties and stumpage fees that we receive for our resources.
2. Insist on going with best and safest method for extracting minerals and disposing of waste materials that is viable at the time the operation is started.
3. Use the latest scrubbers and tech knowledge to keep our air clean.
4. Maintain proper roads where material and employees travel to and from sights so it is as safe as possible.
Improved Export Performance
1. Make it as simple as possible to get permits and licenses that are required for exporting.
2. Encourage ports to increase their holding times for export items.
3. Encourage preapproval procedures when ever possible at border crossings.

Labor Force Developments
1. Put shop, welding, electrical, plumbing, motor mechanics, etc. back in our schools.
2. Encourage colleges and university to do more in co-op educational programs.
3. It’s not words, but life experiences that give you knowledge.
4. Encourage companies to try immigrants to fill job vacancies.
5. Create courses to help immigrants to get familiar with our customs and ways of doing business.

Responsible Financial Management
1. Make all decisions for the benefits, of the majority, on all New Brunswicker’s and not just for our party or as to how many votes that will bring us.
2. All items that is purchased has to pass the test, is it a NEED or a WANT. This includes all contracts for work (road contracts, buildings and bridges etc) until we wipe out the debt.
3. Look at selling off NB Liquor assets and put all retail sales out to any store that meets government’s requirements and all money goes to paying down the debt.
4. Explore other avenues to reduce the debt.
5. In this day of super nova put all departments on programs that will actuality keep that department up to date.

We will include these priorities in our election platform. This will be accomplished by reviewing the procedures that are in place now and making changes where we see fit.
The main barrier that I see in place is the lack of willpower from the present government and not having the Ministers held accountable for their department.

The KissNB Party looks forward to a meeting to go over this response at your convenience.

Gerald Bourque.
Leader of KissNB Party.